Accommodation

We highly recommend staying at the conference venue, the Vacanciel holiday resort in Carry-le-Rouet on the Blue Coast west of Marseille. It is not planned to organise daily shuttle buses between the conference site and other hotels or downtown Marseille. We also recommend arriving on the day before the conference (Monday 2 July), even if the lectures only start on Tuesday afternoon.

Special rates have been negotiated at Vacanciel for this conference, valid between 2 and 6 July 2018. Full board and lodging will be available for 100 €/day in a single room and 75 €/person/day in a shared double room. Accompanying persons pay the same price, i.e. 150 €/day for two persons in a double room. Accommodation at Vacanciel between these dates must be paid for at the time of registration. It is guaranteed if the registration is made before 30 April 2018.

It is possible to book accommodation at Vacanciel also outside these dates, before and/or after the meeting, at the standard rates, and subject to availability. Standard rates are 117.88 €/day (full board, including tourist tax) in a single room, and 97.88 €/person/day in a (shared) double room. Request for these additional reservations should be made early to guarantee availability. Payment for accommodation outside the conference dates is made directly to Vacanciel by the participant during the stay – no advance payment is necessary.

All reservations at Vacanciel are handled by the BBVIV-7 organising committee. Please do not book accommodation yourself on the Vacanciel web site, and do not make a reservation directly with the resort!

In order to reserve your accommodation at Vacanciel, you need to:

− Provide your dates of arrival and departure, the number of persons and the requested room type at the time of registration.
− Pay for the accommodation between 2 and 6 July at the same time as for the conference registration (additional days are paid directly to Vacanciel later, as mentioned above).
− See additional instructions in the separate document Registration_Procedure.pdf.

If you choose not to stay at the Vacanciel resort, you have to organise your accommodation – and the daily transport to the conference site – on your own.

Information on how to reach the conference venue is given on the BBVIV-7 web site at http://www.bbviv.org/trans.html.